A versatile
and adaptable
logistics
partner

Since its incorporation in 1996 PP Kuljetuslinja
Oy has provided logistics solutions for various
sectors ranging from road transports to planning & operating entire supply chains.

We make sure that commercial and industrial loads
move reliably between Finland and entire Continental Europe, in cost effective manner, up to the end
of tarmac.
As a medium-sized operator, we can satisfy our customers’ demanding capacity needs with individual
and flexible services. We have a light organizational
structure and are easily accessible to customers.
Our 24/7 availability means customers never have
to deal with an answering machine.

Wide, high, heavy... We can handle it!
We offer competitive and flexible services, especially for non-standard loads, which our fleet is tailored to match.
The rear section of our trailers can be widened, and
the roof can be flexibly elevated according to needs.
Most of our 100-or-so trailers come with coil beds,
enabling us to transport heavy steel coils, among
other things. We also have open and flat bed trailers available. In addition to our own fleet, we have
a wide subcontracting network at hand which enables us to react quickly to the most demanding
transport needs.

Service

24 / 7

Comprehensive
logistics solutions

Special transports
for industry and aviation
PP Aviation Logistics, PP Kuljetuslinja’s special
transport unit, provides high-quality services to industrial and aviation sectors. We are familiar with
special requirements in transporting aircraft engines & components, such as tyres and landing
gears, as well as with diverse industrial machines
and equipment - in general loads, where handling
pre-, during- and after the actual carriage calls for
solid competence gained from experience.
Depending on the situation, like an AOG case,
a fastest route without intermediate handling and
loading will be adopted. Also any special arrangements, such as a stand-in driver, can be provided to
eliminate delays and risks to shipment.
Special transports are usually characterised by tight
schedules and long, wide or heavy non-standard
cargo units. We respond to challenges with flexible and reliable operating procedures, allowing a
cost-effective logistics solution to match every case.

ROUTE-TRACKER
GPS FLEET TRACKING SOLUTIONS

You can see all of your vehicles,
a vehicle-group or one vehicle
at the same time on the map view.

CONTROL DEVICES AND
MACHINES REMOTELY!

24/7 Service
AOG: +358 19 4759 911
AOG@ppkuljetuslinja.fi

Truck maintenance and repair, as well as
modifications to the bodywork
and the installations in Oulu Välikylä.

Track the whole fleet in real time
automatically save routes and
working times and print reports.

KONESET OY

RTPro Oy | Jyväskylä

tel. +358 40 506 7418

www.route-tracker.com

• www.jssuomi.fi

LOCATE VECHICLES!

